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4th November 2019 
 
Dear Ms St John Howe, 
 
EXAMINATION DOCUMENTS EX160 AND EX160A 
OBJECTION TO THE GAP POLICY AREA BETWEEN HATFIELD AND WELHAM GREEN IN 
RELATION TO PROMOTED SITES HAT20 AND HAT21 
 
We write to you on behalf of the University of Hertfordshire, who have previously promoted sites 

Hat21 and Hat20 (North and South Angerland) during the most recent Call-for-sites. We have 

reviewed the documents EX160, EX160A and EX160B which, as Representors, we have been 

invited to comment on. The Green Gap Assessment Final Draft Report August 2019 and                                                                            

Appendix 1 (part 1) Supporting maps for each settlement gap, have included Angerland North and 

South within the gap policy area. We object to Angerland North and South being included within 

the gap policy area due to the restrictions on development this is likely result in.  

 

Both Angerland sites have strong, well-defined boundaries which keep them relatively hidden 

from view from Welham Green and from the surrounding road network. The sites are bordered by 

hedgerows and trees along the northern, eastern and western edges, with the A1 (M), Southway, 

Lawn Cemetery and residential properties reinforcing these boundaries. To the south, the 

Angerland South site is bordered by hedgerows and trees, with open pasture land beyond. If this 

site were to be allocated for development, then this southern boundary could be easily 

strengthened to hide both Angerland sites from view.  
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As previously developed land and a functioning car park, the Angerland North site is arguably 

already part of the urban boundary of Hatfield and is well connected to the town. The site is 

already a busy transport interchange servicing the University's Uno bus system, with major 

employment facilities in close proximity. The Uno bus network links the site to Hatfield town 

centre and railway station as well as major centres in St Albans and north London. Angerland 

North is a site defined by urban uses, namely hard surfacing, lighting, buildings and signage as 

well as being in use for moving traffic and buses. Therefore, Angerland North’s inclusion within 

the gap policy area is illogical as it is a predominantly urban site. Although the Angerland South 

site is open land, visually both Angerland sites are part of the same compartment, due to the 

absence of any natural or man-made boundary separating the sites.  

 

Angerland south as it current exists, sits idle in direct comparison to its neighbour to the north, 

there is no clear transition from urban to countryside as would be expected in a designated ‘green’ 

gap. Therefore, it is logical that as long as the strong boundaries are maintained and the southern 

boundary is reinforced where appropriate, any development on the Angerland sites would make 

negligible difference to the appearance of the green gap between Hatfield and Welham Green.  

 

In addition, the Angerland sites positions on low lying land in relation to higher ground to the east 

means the sites are well placed to provide inconspicuous development without infringing on the 

greenness of the land to the south and south east. Areas to the east on higher ground make a 

more significant contribution to the green gap between Hatfield and Welham Green, yet many 

areas to the east have now been allocated for development.  

 

The development of either of the Angerland sites would not erode the gap between Hatfield and 

Welham Green as, along the southern boundary of Southway there is/will be no obvious distinction 

between the urban Hatfield and green countryside as a result of the existing and allocated 

development all along this boundary. The presumed urban boundary along Southway will be made 

unrecognisable when allocated sites are developed in conjunction with the current development 

that already in exists along this boundary.  The contiguous belt of existing/proposed development 

from east to west south of Southway includes the Angerland Park and Ride, the cemetery and its 

planned extension, Site HS 11 and the proposed New Barnfield waste site.  
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As defined by the map above, taken from examination document EX160 ‘The Green Gap 

Assessment’, both Angerland North and South sites are not within the Landscape Character Area 

or within an area of moderate landscape sensitivity and therefore should not be included in the gap 

policy area as the areas defined for their landscape importance form a more logical boundary for 

the green gap policy area and demonstrate the acknowledgement of the Angerland sites as ‘more 
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urban’ than those with higher landscape importance. Development within the Angerland sites 

would still maintain a clear separation between Hatfield and Welham Green due to the strong 

boundaries around the sites and favourable topography.  

 

With Angerland’s exclusion from the Landscape Character Area and moderate landscape 

sensitivity area, its location on lower lying land, its strong boundaries, as well as the development 

that currently exists on Angerland North and development allocated along the southern boundary 

of Southway, both Angerland sites present excellent candidates for removal from the gap policy 

area without concern for the erosion of the green gap between Hatfield and Welham Green. With 

both sites benefiting from exceptional transport options and the sustainability credentials, their 

development potential could be better explored through an iterative process between the University 

and WHBC. 

 

Yours sincerely,   

 

Chris Pattison 
Turnberry 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


